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In A Picture Perfect Match, Rockwell Art & Framing Partners with C. Parker Gallery
A new chapter begins between two acclaimed longstanding Fairfield County art businesses. Art lovers
will be thrilled to learn that C. Parker Gallery and Rockwell are formalizing their partnership after years
of working together. This complementary partnership combines C. Parker Gallery’s suite of art advisory
services and vast inventory of art with Rockwell’s framing expertise to provide a premier art destination
in Greenwich for people seeking art, whether traditional or contemporary, whimsical or investment
grade.
According to Tiffany Benincasa, Principal of C. Parker Gallery, “Clients seeking advisory services
relating to the selection of artwork and framing design can now arrange one stop shopping. With the
launch of our mobile art gallery, C. Parker Gallery and Rockwell will deliver artwork and framing
options on-site to your residential or commercial location.” Steve Desloge, President and Owner of
Rockwell adds, “Our experienced framing team, now partnered with C. Parker Gallery, can assist clients
with the selection of artwork, which can then be expertly framed and installed. This ensures a
thoughtful, confident purchase to enjoy for years to come. This partnership brings one stop shopping for
all your art needs.”
Rockwell has served over 30,000 customers for over 40 years throughout Fairfield and Westchester
Counties. Offering a range of framing options, from corporate art to personal custom creations,
Rockwell will make any space and piece of art complete.
For over 18 years, homeowners, corporations, collectors and interior designers have chosen C. Parker
Gallery which offers access to some of the world’s most renowned artists such as Peter Max, Salvador
Dali, Andy Warhol and more, as well as emerging artists. C. Parker Gallery is a full-service art gallery
and consultancy whose mission is to connect art lovers and collectors with art.
For more information, visit www.CParkerGallery.com and www.RockwellArtandFraming.com.
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